March 30, 2018

For Immediate Release

The University of Texas at Arlington Recognized as a Beta Gamma Sigma 2018 Honorable Mention Outstanding Chapter

March 30, 2018 Arlington, Texas, USA – The University of Texas at Arlington has been recognized as a winner of Beta Gamma Sigma’s 2018 Honorable Mention Outstanding Chapter Award. To be named an Honorable Mention Chapter from over 580 member Chapters is a noteworthy achievement.

Each year, Beta Gamma Sigma recognizes its most outstanding Chapters at the Gold, Silver, Bronze, and Honorable Mention levels. These awards are merit recognitions presented to Chapters who have a variety of activities, programs, projects, and events available to students and who support the Beta Gamma Sigma mission throughout the course of the year.

Beta Gamma Sigma Chapters are eligible to submit nominations for the Outstanding Chapter Awards based on the following criteria:

- Campus Impact: Ways in which the chapter contributes to the community and/or developed visibility on campus either through service, events, or programming
- Advancement of the Best in Business: Ways the chapter promoted dialogue, exploration, discussion, and new thought leadership on current business topics or in the study of business
- Outreach: Ways the chapter integrated academics, executives, and students into events, programs and activities and ways the chapter collaborated with university alumni and/or a local BGS Alumni Chapter or Network

The 2018 Honorable Mention Chapter Award provides a $500 Beta Gamma Sigma scholarship for the chapter to award to an outstanding student.